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INTRODUCTION
In this paper we will concern with the parallel solution of linear initial value ordinary differential equation problems
y'=Ay + b{t), tG[to,tfl yGR\ y{to)=yo-^^^
In the past years this problem has been studied in detail and several approaches have been considered. See the monograph [6] and the special issue [7] , both edited by K. Burrage, for more details.
Among the possible choices, we consider parallelism across the steps, that is, we perform several integration steps concurrently. This is possible when we are able to subdivide the integration interval a priori in sub-intervals that can be themselves discretized with the same number of points. In this way, by assigning each sub-interval to a different processor, each one will perform the same amount of work.
Here we suppose that the matrix A is large and sparse. Such kind of IVPs arises from the discretization of partial differential equations, for example linear or quasi-linear parabolic problems. These problems are really up-to-date since they require the solution of large systems (with an high computational cost) and are relatively simple to solve (it is possible to use constant stepsize).
The idea of using linear algebra algorithms to solve in parallel problem (1) was originally proposed in the papers [2] and [3] supposing that the matrix A was large and dense. A similar approach was derived a few years later in [9] and [10] , which is known as the parareal algorithm. It was aimed to solve problems arising from the numerical solution of PDEs. The latter papers originated a very large Uterature on this subject: see, for example, [8] and [11] , and the references therein. Finally, in [4] the approach in [2] and [3] has been updated in order to solve problems with matrix A large and sparse. In this paper we summarize this extension, pointing out some remarks and future developments.
THE PARALLEL ALGORITHM
Let us suppose the integration interval in (1) is subdivided in q sub-intervals by the points to <ti < ••• <tq = tf. Then, the original problem (1) is equivalent to the following q sub-problems
where the initial value y{ti-i) of the ith problem is the solution in the last point of the previous sub-interval (y{to) is the only known quantity).
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Let M;y; = ¥,•}' ,•_ i +gj be the numerical approximation to the ith problem in (2) obtained by means of suitable discrete methods (e.g., linear multistep methods), where the matrices M,-and v; and the vector g,-do depend on the chosen method, y,-contains the numerical solution in the ith sub-interval (apart from the initial condition yi^i « ^(fj-i) which is supposed as given from the previous sub-interval). Then, a parallel solution of (2) corresponding to the matrix form of the discrete problem. This can be achieved through the following parallel factorization [1, 5] , of the coefficient matrix, 
We mention that the iterative solution of (6), by means of a suitable sphtting procedure, exactly defines the parareal algorithm. The second remark is that, even if A is large and sparse, in general Wi turns out to be dense. Therefore, its computation may be too expensive. Consequently, in such a case it is preferable to solve in parallel the systems (see (3) 
instead of using the updates (4). Moreover, we also mention that it is useless to compute the last vector Zq in (3), because it is not acutally used in (7), as it is shown in the following three-phases algorithm, which summarizes the basic steps of the whole approach for solving problem (1): Phase 1. parallel solution of the ig -1 ODE-IVPs: (9) Each sub-problem is solved by means of a suitable discrete method, e.g., a linear multistep method. Apart from (8) that gives the numerical solution of (1) in the first subinterval [to, ti] (the initial condition is exact), in this phase we are only interested in the solution, zi« z(fi), at the end point of each interval [f;_ i, f,], for / = 2,..., ig -1. Observe that, at this moment, we are not interested at all to the last sub-interval [tq-i, tq].
Phase 2. Sequential computation of the ig -2 approximations x,-« t^'i^'i-^)^yi_i and, then, of the update yi = Xi+Zi,
for / = 2,..., ig -1. We observe that the approximation of the above exponentials, corresponds to the computation of an approximate solution to the following recursively defined problems:
This aspect will be addressed in some detail in the next section. We only observe that, in this phase, we essentially obtain a numerical approximation to the solution of the reduced system (6). Phase 3. Parallel solution of the ^ -1 ODE-lVPs:
Obviously, this can be done by means of the same discrete method used in the first phase.
Remark. We observe that, when a parallel computing platform with p processors is used, then the number q of sub-problems (2) is conveniently chosen as:
In such a case, in fact, we use the first processor for the sub-interval [to, ti] in the first phase, and for the sub-interval [tq-i, tq] in the third phase.
SOLUTION OF THE SECOND PHASE
The computation of approximations of the exponential of a matrix has been largely investigated, starting from the sixties. There is a rich literature available for this topic, concerning approaches following quite different strategies depending on the size and the sparsity pattern of the coefficient matrix. See, for example, the review paper [12] . Obviously the problem is not that of estimating the matrix exponential, but only that of computing the product of the exponential times a vector, say e'^y (here h denotes the witdh of the generic sub-interval in (2) . One of the most interesting approach consists in approximating the matrix exponential by means of a Krylov subspace method. In [4] it was suggested to obtain a low-rank approximation of A in the form
where Ut G R"^*^ is the matrix, with orthogonal columns, made-up with the first k Amoldi vectors (the first one being fixed as 3'/||3'||2), and Tk is upper Hessemberg. However, in [13] it is suggested to use a fixed shift parameter 7 > 0 and to consider the Amoldi algorithm for obtaining the approximation, analogous to (11),
t'^y = U',t''^iUly=[[y[[U',t''^iei
being ei the first unit vector and T^ = 7^^(/-f^^)-Clearly, each Amoldi iterate for getting (12) is more expensive than the corresponding iterate for getting (11) . Nevertheless, if 7 is appropriately chosen, it tums out that, for a given accuracy requirement, the number of Amoldi iterates in (12) , k, is much smaller than that in (11) (i.e., k). Consequently, when the dimension n of problem (1) is large enough, the computational cost of the second phase of the algorithm (which is the only sequential one) is neghgible with respect to that of the phases 1 and 3, which are fully parallel. Hence, one can expect a maximum speed-up which is close to p/2, if p (see (10) ) parallel processors are used.
and hence
